Subunit characterization of lens intermediate filaments.
The intermediate filaments from the bovine ocular lens can be fractionated into three 54000 dalton polypeptides (alpha, beta and gamma) which are present in equimolar quantities and differ from one another with respect to isoelectric point, two-dimensional peptide map pattern and total amino acid composition. The polypeptides, for which the name lentin is proposed, were purified from the 8 M urea extract of the water-insoluble residue of the cortical fiber cells by ion-exchange chromatography on DE- and CM-cellulose. The regeneration of native-appearance filaments from each purified fraction, or combinations thereof, definitively established the three polypeptides as the subunit species. Additionally, small diameter 'protofilaments' were regenerated when one or two fractions were utilized, but not when all three fractions were combined. This, together with the fact that the stoichiometric yield of the three species was invariably equimolar, suggests that alpha, beta, and gamma may be distinct entities not related by artifactual interconversion.